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Two forces that have a tremendous impact on tribal legal systems are in direct conflict with each other. This essay describes what these forces are, explains why they are in conflict, and discusses what can be done to minimize this conflict.

The first force is the concept of cultural sovereignty. This concept refers to an indigenous counterforce to the dominant society’s narrative of the meaning of tribal people’s collective existence. An important part of the dominant narrative is the story that the federal courts have developed to describe tribal people’s histories and the nature of their communities and political institutions. This narrative weaves references to dependency,
weakness, incompetence and inferiority into the retelling of the disputes that give rise to federal Indian law. The repetition of these references also serves to validate the fundamental principles of federal Indian law, including the discovery doctrine, the plenary power doctrine, the trust relationship, and the doctrine of implicit divestiture.

Cultural sovereignty refers to tribes’ efforts to represent their histories and existence using their own terms, and it acknowledges that each Indian nation has its own vision of self-determination as shaped by each tribe’s culture, history, territory, traditions, and practices.

Cultural sovereignty plays another role. It refers to efforts to dismantle the tangible effects of five centuries of European colonization. As a result of repeated attempts to eliminate or assimilate tribes through paternalistic policies intended to assist tribal governments, traditional forms of tribal political authority have been weakened, and many elements of tribal legal systems have been shaped to imitate Anglo, non-Indian norms. Thus, the structure of tribal courts, legislative bodies, tribal codes and tribal case law often have been molded to fit non-Indian models.

The project to promote cultural sovereignty includes efforts to develop tribal legal systems in a way that reflects tribal histories, cultures, and...
community norms. This process is referred to by some as cultural revitalization or indigenization. 13

Meanwhile, in spite of the important and effective efforts of many to promote cultural sovereignty in tribal communities, Indian nations continue to incorporate non-Indian law at a dramatic and, in some cases, accelerating rate. 14 I refer to this incorporated non-Indian law in tribal legal systems as transplanted law. Today, tribes continue to adopt transplanted law through voluntary acts, although the degree of voluntariness can vary greatly from case to case.

There are many examples of transplanted law in tribal legal systems. Non-Indian models and norms have been voluntarily incorporated into tribal constitutions, 15 in the content of tribal codes, 16 and even in the body of tribal court opinions. 17 The commercial law that has been and is currently being adopted by Indian tribes provides an illustration. This commercial law is perhaps best exemplified by the secured transactions codes that many Indian nations are adopting as tribal law. 18

Generally, a secured transactions code is a statute that governs the creation, attachment and perfection of a security interest in goods. 19 A security interest is an interest in goods that a creditor takes when a debtor pledges the goods as collateral. 20 The Uniform Commercial Code's Article 9 is a model
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secured transactions code, and all states have adopted some form of it, often with minor variations to suit each state’s needs and concerns.\(^\text{21}\)

In the past five years, many tribes have developed a growing interest in enacting a form of secured transactions code as tribal law. This is because tribes have developed a growing recognition of the fact that secured transactions codes are often critical tools for promoting economic growth in Indian country.\(^\text{22}\) Without a secured transactions code enacted as tribal law, lenders remain wary of extending credit in Indian country because they cannot predict whether or how any security interest they may take in goods will be recognized or enforced under tribal law.\(^\text{23}\) This problem is exacerbated because Article 9 includes a choice of law provision providing that the secured transactions law that governs the perfection of any security interest is generally the law of the location of the debtor.\(^\text{24}\) Under this choice of law rule, if the debtor is an individual or entity or Indian nation located in Indian country, then the law that governs the making and enforcement of security interests is always the tribe with jurisdiction over the Indian country in question. The result is that under the law of nearly every state, whenever a debtor is located in an area of Indian country where the relevant tribe with jurisdiction lacks a secured transactions code on the books, there is no definite set of rules that will govern the making and enforcement of a security interest. The uncertainty that results from this phenomenon creates a disincentive for lender investment in Indian country generally, and the effects of this disincentive are felt by individuals, by small and large businesses, and by tribal governments.

In response to the threat to economic growth that the absence of tribal secured transactions codes presents, many Indian nations have responded by enacting tribal secured transactions codes as tribal law. In addition, a few law schools have devoted resources to helping tribes develop tribal secured transactions codes,\(^\text{25}\) and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) also became involved in the effort to develop and promote the tribal enactment of this code.\(^\text{26}\) NCCUSL is a national organization that develops a wide variety of uniform laws for state enactment.\(^\text{27}\) In particular, NCCUSL monitors state law UCC developments and considers whether developments merit revision of the model form of the UCC. When NCCUSL creates or revises a uniform law, it combines the
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expertise of academics and practitioners from each of the fifty states and ultimately issues an official form of the model law in question which it then endorses for state adoption. The American Law Institute (ALI) also reviews and decides whether to endorse the model laws that NCCUSL develops. Once the model form is endorsed by NCCUSL and ALI, both organizations then encourage each state legislature to adopt the model law with as few changes as possible. A guiding principle that informs the NCCUSL’s development of model codes generally is that uniformity of the law from state to state promotes greater certainty, predictability, and efficiency in the law. In the area of commercial law, this uniformity encourages efficient economic transactions because parties are able to contract with each other without a significant investment of time and resources each time a party engages in commerce in a new state law jurisdiction.

NCCUSL’s involvement in the drafting of a model tribal secured transactions code arose from the congruence of a few different developments. First, some tribes and tribal attorneys sought out NCCUSL’s leadership to ask for assistance with the incorporation of a version of Article 9 of the UCC as tribal law. Second, the Community Development division of the Federal Reserve Bank became involved in encouraging the development of a model tribal secured transactions code in order to counteract the reluctance of banks to extend credit in Indian country. And third, the leadership of NCCUSL recognized that it had a stake in ensuring that the creation of a model tribal secured transactions code was as effective as possible and as faithful as possible to the state law version of NCCUSL’s own Article 9.

As the interest in enacting secured transactions codes in Indian country grew, so too did the number and variety of problems associated with successful tribal incorporation of the code. The first problem occurred at the outset, with tribes’ failure to properly integrate the code into tribal law. In many cases, tribes adopted secured transactions codes by simply cutting and pasting either the model Article 9 of the UCC or an enacted state version of Article 9 and incorporating the cut-and-pasted product as tribal law. This method of tribal incorporation was the least likely to be successful, since it often failed to take into account previously-enacted tribal laws to ensure that the incorporated code did not conflict with existing tribal law. This method also suffered because the model Article 9 of the UCC and the various state-enacted versions of Article 9 are each laden with cross-references to other bodies of law which the drafters of Article 9 presume to be enacted by each respective jurisdiction. For example, Article 9 refers to other portions of the UCC governing sales and leases, debtor-creditor law, and commercial paper. If none of these other portions of the UCC are enacted as tribal law, then a tribe that adopts a model secured transactions code with references to concepts embedded in these other

---

codes will ultimately enact a law that cross-references itself to a series of dead-ends, or non-existent law.29

A second problem that tribes have encountered with the enactment of secured transactions codes is their inability to provide the necessary administrative support for successful implementation and enforcement of the code. In some cases, a tribe commits the necessary resources for drafting, reviewing and enacting the code, but once the code is adopted as tribal law, the law languishes on the books without any additional work to ensure that the code is effectively implemented. In some cases, this is the result of inadequate planning. In others, it may be the result of insufficient financial resources for the development of the administrative processes and the training of support staff the code requires. Tribes also encounter a third problem, that of inexperience with secured transactions codes; consequently, the code is rarely applied or enforced because the community lacks experience with the code’s meaning and application. In this case, the code may be regarded as tribal law, but, as members of the community disregard the law and adopt practices that conflict with it as they engage in commercial transactions, the validity of the code may be diminished. Finally, a fourth problem that the adoption of secured transactions codes may trigger is the introduction of new meanings, norms and values regarding relationships between individuals that may not comport with and may even directly conflict with the meanings, norms and values that are integral to the community’s identity and the cohesiveness of its members’ relationships.

Among the various difficulties associated with the enactment of secured transactions codes as tribal law, the potential for conflict with cultural sovereignty is especially worthy of attention. As mentioned earlier, the project to promote cultural sovereignty includes efforts to develop tribal legal systems in a way that reflects tribal histories, cultures and community norms. In contrast to the goals of cultural sovereignty, transplanted law represents a further step toward modeling tribal legal systems after Anglo legal systems. Transplanted law also represents a failure to organically develop tribal legal systems to fit the unique cultures, communities, territories, and traditions of indigenous peoples. In the case of a secured transactions code modeled after Article 9 of the UCC, the code challenges the development of cultural sovereignty to the extent that it displaces or modifies tribal norms and values that relate to the ownership of property and the relationship between debtors and creditors.

Given the continued and growing practice of tribal incorporation of transplanted, non-Indian law, it seems appropriate that we monitor and evaluate this process to identify three things: tribal practices and methods of incorporating transplanted law, the effects of tribal incorporation of transplanted law, and the methods that are available for evaluating the process.

29. See generally Woodrow & Miller, supra note 18.
of the adoption, incorporation, and enforcement of transplanted law. By examining these processes and analytical tools, we can better predict the effects of transplanted law, we can identify the risks and potential dangers of transplanted law, and we can identify mechanisms that may help resolve problems that arise with the incorporation of transplanted law.

Comparative law scholarship offers a rich body of research examining these challenges. However, before launching into a discussion of what comparative law has to offer to the analysis of transplanted law in tribal legal systems, a brief history of comparative law is necessary to help underscore the significance that this area of scholarship has for tribal legal studies.

This history can be thought of as the Rise and Fall and Rise Again of Law and Development Studies. By tracing this history, the connections between comparative law's development studies and tribal legal studies begin to appear in relief. Generally, Law and Development Studies is concerned with the connection between a developing country's legal institutions and the social, economic and political changes that it experiences.30 The Law and Development movement gained significant momentum during the 1960s.31 The United States then had a tremendous faith in the benefits of exporting American legal institutions to developing countries.32 Law and development scholars theorized that developing countries were on an inevitable path of modernization that would slowly bring them more in line with the American model of the liberal democratic state.33 As proponents of this theory expounded upon the processes of "modernization theory," institutions such as the Ford Foundation and the International Legal Center partnered with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to fund projects that exported American legal institutions for incorporation by developing countries.34

Once the movement gained increasing momentum, an analogue also took
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root in Indian law: the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968.\textsuperscript{35} Just as the American legal establishment had engaged in exporting laws embodying the liberal democratic ideal to developing countries, so too did the Indian Civil Rights Act represent Congress's attempt to impose liberal democratic ideals on Indian nations. The Act imposed a series of protections for individual rights in Indian country that closely follow the protections embodied in the Bill of Rights. Since tribes are not restricted by the Bill of Rights, the Act represented an exercise of Congress's plenary power in Indian affairs that attempted to transplant a series of analogous rights into Indian Country. As a result, Indian nations may not violate certain rights of individuals in Indian country, such as the rights of freedom of speech, due process, and protection from unlawful searches and seizures.

After just one decade of earnest promotion of the Law and Development movement, many academics in the United States became disillusioned with the ambitious project of promoting democracy in developing countries through the exportation of U.S. laws.\textsuperscript{36} This disillusionment coincided with a growing recognition that the transplanting of western laws was not a panacea for the troubles of developing countries.\textsuperscript{37} It also coincided with the shift in legal scholarship toward critical legal studies and the mounting criticism of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War that developed through the late 1960s and into the 1970s. During this era, the American populace generally and the legal academy in particular became more conscious of the failings of U.S. legal institutions and the potential for their use in the enforcement of restrictions of freedom, the maintenance of inequality, and the depredation of civil rights rather than the promotion and protection of these rights and values. It was during this time that David Trubek and Marc Galanter published a seminal article in the field of Law and Development titled \textit{Scholars in Self-Estrangement: Some Reflections on the Crisis in Law and Development Studies in the United States.}\textsuperscript{38} This article, written by a long-time proponent and activist in the Law and Development movement, represented a turning point. In it, Professors Trubek and Galanter assessed the effects of the project to transplant U.S. laws in developing countries. They concluded that it was ethnocentric and thwarted by a combination of overconfidence in the effectiveness of U.S. laws together with a failure to understand the particular histories, legal systems, and needs of the developing countries.\textsuperscript{39}

Interestingly, there is also an analogue to this shift in the Law and Development movement in the field of Indian law. Just as comparative law
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scholars grew increasingly sensitive to the unique histories and legal systems of developing countries, so too did scholars in Indian law focus upon the value of nurturing the revitalization of each tribe's traditional practices and its indigenous concepts of justice. Scholarship in Indian law began to emphasize how traditional concepts of justice were brought to bear on disputes in the Navajo form of peacemaking and in the Onondaga peacemaking forums. Publications such as Braid of Feathers emphasized that tribal law development required an effort to develop tribal legal systems in a way that comport with each tribe's history, community, culture, traditions, ways and practices.

Following the disillusionment in Law and Development that is best represented by Scholars in Self-Estrangement, the work of transplanting law into developing countries took a new turn. Ironically, as funding for Law and Development work began to dry up in the United States and fewer and fewer legal academics and foundations remained involved, the demand for transplanted law in developing countries began to grow. Developing countries in Asia, Latin America, and Africa continued to attempt to implement legal reform to address pressing concerns that required immediate solutions. Many of these countries were post-colonial nations beginning to address the need for legal systems that had recently gained independence from colonial control. In addition, the fall of the former Soviet Union and the shift of many countries away from socialist regimes gave rise to a new demand for legal reform that grew from a more broad-based support for transplanted law within developing countries.

Again, this period of Law and Development studies also has an Indian law analogue. While many scholars and foundations in Indian law focused on the project of formulating indigenous tribal legal systems and revitalizing traditional tribal practices within them, tribal attorneys continued to face a variety of concrete legal problems that required immediate, practical solutions. In many cases, the adoption of codes already enacted in other jurisdictions—whether state, tribal or federal—was often the most convenient and efficient means for developing tribal codes that were promptly needed to address legal questions in the community. Thus, despite the now widespread recognition that tribal legal systems should reflect the unique history, community, territory, culture, values, norms and traditions of each tribal community, tribes continue to transplant non-Indian law at a rapid and growing pace.

Developing countries that continued transplanting law on their own initiative as a response to domestic legal concerns also became increasingly
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scrutinized by legal academics and lawyers native to these countries. Their analyses ultimately gave rise to a new era of Law and Development studies. This period of examining and developing transplanted law has significant differences compared to earlier Law and Development work following World War II. This period is marked by a more critical analysis of transplanted law from the perspective of developing countries, in contrast to the earlier ethnocentrism of transplanted law. In addition, during this later period of Law and Development work, countries that sought out transplanted law had more choices available for model codes and legal institutions. Besides the United States, several other countries competed for “exporter” or “donor” status, such as Great Britain, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. The countries that began to grapple with the challenge of incorporating transplanted law also began to grow in number and variety, as many countries admitted to the European Community examined the desirability of adopting the laws of other E.C. members. Overall, the combination of these factors has resulted in a new growth and urgency in scholarship that has examined the phenomenon of transplanted law, and the perspective of “recipient” countries has gained a greater foothold among the research published on the subject.

As described above, the history of Law and Development shares many parallels with the evolution of Indian law scholarship and legal practice over the past several decades. As a result, the lessons of comparative law generated in the Law and Development field have a rich potential for application to tribal legal systems. Both developing countries and Indian nations today must confront the very difficult challenge of reforming their legal systems in a manner that is organic and appropriate to each nation’s specific needs and legal institutions. At the same time, both Indian nations and developing countries must grapple with a practical reality: the borrowing of laws from other jurisdictions is the predominant mode of legal reform, and is often necessary to address immediate legal concerns within each nation. Together, these concerns generate a host of challenges regarding the selection, development, enactment, implementation, and enforcement of transplanted law. It seems appropriate that Indian nations may benefit from some of the scholarship from comparative law generally and Law and Development studies in particular that already examines these phenomena and the challenges accompanying them.

Although Law and Development studies has the potential to provide analytical tools that may benefit Indian nations, there are also several important caveats to the application of this field to Indian nations in the United States. At the outset, it is important to note that comparative law is not wholly applicable to Indian nations, since there are several important differences that distinguish their circumstances from those of developing countries. First and most obvious, Indian tribes are subject to the federal-tribal relationship, and as such, their rights as sovereigns and the challenges they confront are largely defined by the status of tribes within the United States’ federal system of government. Second, Indian tribes exist on a much smaller scale than most
developing countries. The size of their populations, territories and economies are dwarfed by most developing countries. Third, Indian tribes also have less cultural pluralism and more religious, cultural and social homogeneity than other developing countries that have populations of millions, representing a wide variety of cultures, languages, and religious beliefs. Each of these differences are important because they each affect the challenges that Indian nations and developing countries confront when they engage in the incorporation of transplanted law into their domestic legal systems.

Despite the important distinctions noted above, however, there are also important similarities between Indian nations and developing countries. These similarities promise that a substantial benefit may accrue from investigating the lessons of comparative law and attempting to apply them to Indian nations. For example, many of the developing countries that incorporate transplanted law share a history of colonization. For these countries, the impulse and need to borrow law from other jurisdictions must be balanced against a desire to reform each post-colonial country's domestic legal system in a way that promotes each country's desire to pursue self-determination without continued dependence on the control of an external colonizing nation.

In addition, many developing countries which adopt transplanted law from other nations are motivated by a desire to improve weak and dependent national economies. These countries often have very high rates of poverty and low rates of economic growth and employment, and they often have a desire to engage in legal reform with the goal of encouraging economic development. Countries which adopt transplanted law are also often motivated by a desire to improve other social conditions within their territories, such as poor housing, impoverished educational systems, inadequate health care and high crime rates. Such countries also share a common trait in their weak negotiating power with external actors and states. This weakened position diminishes the nation's bargaining position when the country is confronted with external forces that demand or insist on the incorporation of transplanted law.

Finally, an additional concern possessed by many developing countries which borrow transplanted law is their desire to engage in legal reform and development in order to strengthen the rule of law and the legitimacy of legal institutions. For these countries, these critical elements of a national legal system are often weakened by the effects of colonization, poverty, or other factors. Each of these characteristics of countries that engage in the incorporation of transplanted law is shared in different degrees by Indian nations. As a result, tribes share many of the same concerns that animate countries that pursue transplanted law, and the analysis of the successes and shortcomings of transplanted law in these countries is likely to serve useful for tribes as well.